Four Weekend Service Projects

09/27/2018

You could help clean this trail this weekend!

Ready to take a break from school and get to know Logan a little better? Join up with one or more of these projects! The links will take you to AggieSync so you can log in and find out contact details for each project.

Friday and Saturday, September 28-29 | Help in all kinds of ways at The Block Film Festival in downtown Logan. If you volunteer for a four-hour shift, you get a festival pass.

Saturday, September 29 | Interact with people experiencing homelessness in Cache Valley with the Cache Valley Veterans’ Association.

Saturday, September 29 | Meet up with Aggie Outdoor Volunteers to paint the Whittier Community Center’s playground. The Whittier is between campus and the Logan LDS Temple.

Saturday, September 29 | Help clean the Riverside Trail, located on the Island in Logan.